
CLIMATE, TRANSPORT & CYCLING
Year 2014 was the earth's hottest ever recorded. 

The latest IPCC report says that without rapid emissions 
cuts  the  world  faces  “severe,  widespread,  irreversible  
impacts” [www.ipcc.ch]. We tend to think of climate change 
impacts only in terms of temperature and sea level, but 
the  implications  are  far  wider,  ranging  from  food  and 
water supply disruption to stability of the world financial 
system - with severe warnings from such unlikely sources 
as the Governor of the Bank of England, Mark Carney.

World  leaders  meet  in  Paris in  December  in  a  new 
attempt  to  limit  the  man-made emissions  now almost 
universally accepted as the main cause of rapid climate 
change.  In the run-up to Paris, people and organisations 
around the world are highlighting the need for action.

Transport is one of the most intractable contributors to 
emissions. In Scotland most sources are successfully being 
cut - but transport emissions continue to rise, not helped 
by Scottish Government policies which expand trunk road 
capacity  and  encourage  air  travel.   Within  transport, 
cycling is  one  area  of  hope,  where  serious  political 
commitment matched by serious investment could make 
a real difference, given that half of car journeys are under 
3 miles, i.e. no more than 10-20 minutes by bike.

In the run-up to the Paris international climate summit 
this supplement links climate, cycling and transport via...
 Our Spokes public meeting on 17 November
 The  Scotland Climate March on 28 November, one 

of hundreds that weekend in cities around the globe
 A Transform Scotland factsheet on roads & climate
 A pledge by the main Scottish Party leaders to take 

climate  change  seriously  in  their  Holyrood 
manifestos, including “Setting out how we will build  
a low carbon transport system for Scotland.”

SCOTLAND CLIMATE MARCH Nov 28

 Edinburgh Council leader Cllr Andrew Burns and Tom 
Ballantine, speaker at our public meeting, urge you to 

come to the march!  More info: www.stopclimatechaos.org.

SPOKES PUBLIC MTG, Tue Nov 17    

    SOURCES & RESOURCES
 Scottish  Parliament  Information  Centre,  SPICe 

Briefings  15-63,  Paris  2015 and  15-40,  Good  for  
Climate  good  for  Health. At  scottish.parliament.uk : 
parliamentary business : research.

 Transport & Climate in Europe  Summary of action so 
far, including Urban Mobility Package - Search for Paris  
transport at  www.eltis.org.

 The Lancet Commission on Health & Climate Change 
Top  medical  journal  The  Lancet,  major  report  on 
“greatest global health opportunity of the 21st century” 
but  also  “catastrophic  threats.” 
thelancet.com/commissions/climate-change

 The Guardian climate campaign Emphasising positive 
climate action round the world.  Search for  story  of  
hope  at  guardian.co.uk/environment.

 Climate change & world financial stability – search for 
horizon tragedy at bankofengland.co.uk.

PLEASE JOIN IN !!
 Speak to your local MSPs [www.writetothem.com] ... 

Ask  how  their  party's  manifesto  will  fulfil  their 
leader's climate pledge  [see back of this supplement]

 Use the #walkcyclevote ideas on p7 of Spokes 123
 Come along on Nov 17 and Nov 28.

http://www.writetothem.com/




“Climate Change is one of the most serious threats facing the world today, already  
affecting people, the environment, and the economy on every continent.

As decision makers we have a responsibility to act now, for the benefit of current and  
future generations. With those who have done least to cause climate change set to  
suffer the most from its impacts, we have a responsibility to promote climate justice at  
home and abroad. If we can successfully and fairly reduce our emissions at home, we  
can use that to push for greater climate leadership around the world. 

Acting  on  climate  change  is  an  opportunity  for  Scotland,  through  which  we  can  
strengthen our economy and make Scotland a fairer, cleaner, healthier and safer place.  
However,  if  we are to realise the huge benefits of successfully  reducing our carbon  
emissions, we must act now with urgency and meaning and invest in the infrastructure  
for the future to create a flourishing, low-carbon Scotland.

That is why we commit to making each of our party manifestos for 
the 2016 Holyrood election consistent with delivering the ambitions 
of Scotland’s Climate Change Act, by:

 Setting out how we will continue to cut the climate change emissions from 
Scotland’s electricity generation and reduce demand;

 Setting out how we will build a low carbon transport system for Scotland;

 Improving the energy efficiency of Scotland’s buildings through a national 
infrastructure project, and setting out how we will accelerate the use of 
renewable heat;

 Setting out how we will reduce the emissions from Scotland’s food sector;

 And setting out how we will continue the work of Scotland’s Climate Justice 
Fund.”
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